
procedures

commands

MEL scripts



procedures (“procs”) - overall idea
 encapsulation mechanism – helps us think in terms of           
  “chunks” of code

 proc syntax:

  [global] proc [return type] procname( [inputs]  )
  {
      // usual MEL statements – variables, expressions,
      // conditions, loops, branches..
  }

 procs definitions CANNOT be nested inside each other



procs – inputs, outputs
  procs can have OPTIONAL inputs – inputs are 'knobs' that
   tweak what the proc does

  procs can have an OPTIONAL “return”, where data is
   sent out of a proc

  a proc can “call” (make use of, or run) other procs, 
   which in turn call other procs.. this is the essence of 
   modern computer programming!!!

  note that a proc can have several inputs but only 
   one output

  procs are caller-controllable 'super-variables'



MEL scripts (programs)
  a collection of inter-communicating procs, stored 
   in a text file (.mel extension)

  if the script is named a certain special way and stored in a 
   certain special location, it will be found and run
   automagically

  real-world MEL programs often contain procs distributed
   across several .mel scripts

  'source' command – loads MEL scripts that are not 
   automagically found and run



commands
  built-in procs that ship with Maya – there are HUNDREDS
   of these, look them up as needed

  similarity with user-written procs: commands also
   take several inputs and produce just a single output

  difference compared to user-defined procs: commands
   can accept a VARIABLE number of inputs! Not fair..

  Maya regards every new word not part of the basic syntax
   to be a proc or a command



commonly used commands
help
ls
createNode
getAttr
setAttr
connectAttr
listAttr
print
system
env
alias
whatIs
setKeyframe
select
move

delete
rename
listConnections [DG]
listRelatives [DAG]
nodeType
objExists
currentTime
xform
error
warning
playbackOptions
group
parent
hide
rand, sphrand


